
Society, partly because the subject is curious, and little known in this
country, but chiefly for the purpose of offering one or two practical sug-
gestions to the members.
First. I think it will be admitted that the Chinese mode of taking

opium, by smoking or inhalation, induces the peculiar sedative effects of
that drug more powerfully and more speedily than when taken into the
stomach.

Second. There can, 1 believe, be little doubt, that these effects are pro-
duced chiefly, if not entirely, through the medium of the nervous system,
and not by digestion, absorption, and the circulation.

Third. It does not appear that the casual or temporary smoking of
opium is more dangerous or injurious to the constitution than that of
swallowing the drug, whether in substance or solution. On the contrary,
I believe it is less so, and not so likely to impair the functions of the
stomach, liver, and bowels, as when directly applied to the digestive
apparatus.

Fourth. The habitual abuse of a drug, by which, in fact, it is convert-
ed into a poison, is no argument or reason against its occasional exhibition
as a remedial agent.
Fifth. If the above observations be admitted as rational, I see no rea-

son why we should not employ the Chinese mode of inhaling the fumes
of opium, in certain dangerous and painful maladies, where the common

mode is found to be inefficient, and attended with great derangement of
the digestive organs. It is clear that we can very seldom induce that
profound sleep and insensibility to all mental misery and corporeal pain,by opium taken into the stomach, which we find to be produced by the
inhalation of its fumes acting directly on the brain through the medium
of the nerves. Might not the Chinese mode, then, be adopted in teta-
nus, hydrophobia, tic-douloureux (especially of the facial nerves), violent
spasms, and painful diseases that defy the power of opium taken in the
common way ?

The various preparations of morphia might be easily smoked by means

of a common pipe, and the powerful effects induced in a very short
space of time, without the possibility of their being rejected by the sto-
mach, or prevented from acting energetically on the sensorium, and
throughout the whole nervous system.—London Lancet.

INTERESTING CASE OF A BLIND AND DEAF MUTE

[In the tenth Annual Report of the Trustees of the Perkins Institution
and Massachusetts Asylum for the Blind, Dr. Howe, the Secretary, has
reported two new case's, occurring in that Institution, of blindness con-

nected with loss of hearing and speech, with further remarks on the
two previous cases of Laura Bridgman and Julia Brace. One of them
we extract, and may hereafter refer more particularly to the other. The
subject of this distressing affliction is a boy named Oliver Caswell.]
This lad was born November 1, 1829. He continued in health and
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in the possession of his senses until he was three years and four months
old. He was considered a bright boy, and could prattle as freely as any
child of his age.

He was then attacked by scarlet fever and canker-rash; at the end
of four weeks it was perceived that he could not hear, in a few weeks
more his sight began to fail, and he soon became entirely blind.

He continued to articulate for some time, but with less and less distinct-
ness, until, at the end of six months, he lost all power of articulation.
He used then to feel of his own lips, and those of others, when talking,
probably to ascertain whether he had them in the right position.

As soon as he recovered his health he re-commenced the process of
examining everything about him, with which all children begin their ac-
quaintance with the world. He first examined and became familiar
with his chamber, then the rest of the rooms in the house, then ven-
tured out into the yard, and in the course of a few years explored the
way to the neighboring houses. He felt and smelt of everything that he
could lay his hands upon. His father is a ferryman, and he often took
the boy with him in his boat, which greatly pleased him. He seemed
to be a bold child, and would caress dogs and cats. He has been known
to call fowls around him with crumbs of bread, and suddenly to grab
one of them, to feel of it, smell of it, and then let it go.

He had never seen a dead person. A horse which he had known,
died, and he recognized it, and seemed much agitated ; for several days
he made signs about it, and lost his appetite, as his mother thinks, in con-

sequence of his agitation.
He was present at the killing of a hog, and was made to understand

the operation ; also that the pork was part of the animal, but he did not
object to eating it.

He was fond of teasing cats, and generally inclined to fun. He could
make many of his wants understood by signs.

He was, however, ungovernable, and when thwarted in any way he
became very violent, braying, striking, and kicking furiously-.

Such was the account which I gathered from his parents. I first saw
the boy three years ago, but could not then persuade his parents to part
with him.
They finally brought him and committed him to my charge on the

30th of September last. He was then a stout, thick-set boy, rather short
of stature, with light hair, fair complexion, and a most pleasant expression
of countenance. He seemed perfectly docile and confiding, and his in-
telligent look and eager gestures proclaimed that there was intellect
enough within, could one but establish the means of communication
with it.

His thirst for knowledge proclaimed itself as soon as he entered the
¿louse, by his eager examination of everything he could feel or smell in
his new location. For instance, treading upon the register of a furnace,
he instantly stooped down, and began to feel of it, and soon discovered
the way in which the upper plate moved upon the lower one ; but this
was not enough for him, so laying down upon his face, he applied his
tongue first to one, then to the other, and seemed to discover that they
were of different kinds of metal.
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His signs were expressive, and the strictly natural language, laughing,
crying, sighing, kissing, embracing, &c. was perfect.

Some of the analogical signs which (guided by his faculty of imitation)
he had contrived, were comprehensible, such as the waving motion of his
hand for the motion of a boat, the circular one for a wheel, &c.
The first object was to break up the use of these signs, and to substitute

therefor the use of purely arbitrary ones.

Profiting by the experience I had gained in the other cases, I omitted
several steps of the process before employed, and commenced at once

with the finger language. Taking, therefore, several articles having short
names, such as key, cup, mug, &¿c, and with Laura for an auxiliary, I
sat down, and taking his hand, placed it upon one of them, and then
with my own, made the letters key. He felt eagerly of my hands with
both of his, and on my repeating the process, he evidently tried to imitate
the motions of my fingers. In a few minutes he contrived to feel the
motions of my fingers with one hand, and holding out the other he tried
to imitate them, laughing most heartily when he succeeded. Laura was

by, interested even to agitation, and the two presented a singular sight ;
her face was flushed and anxious, and her fingers twined in among ours
so closely as to follow every motion, but so lightly as not to embarrass
them ; while Oliver stood attentive, his head a little aside, his face turned
up, his left hand grasping mine, and his right held out; at every motion
of my fingers his countenance betokened.keen attention—there was an

expression of anxiety as he tried to imitate tbe motions—then a smile
came stealing out as he thought he could do so, and spread into a joyous
laugh the moment he succeeded, and felt me pat his head, and Laura
clap him heartily upon the back, and jump up and down in her joy.

He learned more than a half dozen letters in half an hour, and seemed
delighted with his success, at least in gaining approbation. His atten-
tion then began to flag, and I commenced playing with him. It was evi-
dent that in all this he had merely been imitating the motions of my
fingers, and placing his hand upon the key, cup, &c, as part of the
process, without any perception of the relation between the sign and the
object.

When he was tired with play I took him back to the table, and he was

quite ready to begin again his process of imitation. He soon learned to
make the letters for key, pen, pin; and by having the object repeatedly
placed in his hand, he at last perceived the relation I wished to establish
between them. This was evident because, when I made the letters p in,
or pen, or cup, he would select the article.
The perception of this relation was not accompanied by that radiant flash

of intelligence, and that glow of joy which marked the delightful moment
when Laura first perceived it. I then placed all the articles on the table,
and going away a little distance with the children placed Oliver's fingers
in the positions to spell key, on which Laura went and brought the arti-
cle ; the little fellow seemed to be much amused by this, and looked very
attentive and smiling. I then caused him to make the letters bread,
and in an instant Laura went and brought him a piece ; he smelled at it
—put it to his lips—cocked up his head with a most knowing look—seem-
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ed to reflect a moment—and then laughed outright, as much as to say,
" aha ! I understand now how something may be made out of this."
It was now clear that he had the capacity and inclination to learn, that

he was a proper subject for instruction, and needed only persevering at-
tention. I therefore put him in the hands of an intelligent teacher, no-
thing doubting of his rapid progress.
I will not now go much into the detail of the process of teaching him

words, as it is similar to that given in the case of Laura ; suffice it to
say, he has learned about a hundred nouns, and some adjectives, which
he uses with the nouns, making a sort of compound substantive. Some-
times he uses a noun in a verbal sense, in short, uses language much as a

child who is just beginning to talk.
One or two examples will show his manner of using the few words

which he has learned. Coming up to his teacher he spelled upon his
fingers, Fred, meaning that he wanted Frederick ; she went with him to
the room where Frederick usually sits, but he was not to be found, when
Oliver spelt Fre d—Sm i t h, meaning that Fred, was in Smith's room, and
went there to find him. Having no explicative terms, he of course must
turn his few words to every possible use, and make a noun serve for ad-
jective, verb, adverb, preposition and conjunction.
At another time, wishing to say that he had cut his fingerwith a plane,

he said, cut—plane. Of course this often causes great ambiguity, as in
the following case : the carpenter had been to repair the boat, and Oliver
accompanied him; returning, he said, Bradford—break—boat; doubtless,
meaning Bradford mended a break in the boat, but he did not know the
word mend. On another occasion, learning that Frederick had broken a

pane of glass, he said, Fred—window—break—glass.
A little reflection will show any one that he can eke out his meaning

just as other children do, by signs. When it was attempted to give him
a name expressive of the quality of objects, a difficulty occurred imme-
diately : he knew the names of key, door, watch, and when his teacher
spelled either word, he would go to the table and select it ; he knew, too,
the nature of each, showing by signs that a door-key was to lock a door,
a watch-key to wind a watch, yet the compound word, watch-key, gave
him no idea of the thing. Nevertheless, as 1 said, he uses verbs and ad-
jectives, that is, he uses signs significant of actions and qualities ; he holds
up a key and makes the letters key, that is the noun ; he then makes a

sign for turning the key, which sign is the verb.
We see the same process in little children ; they first learn the name of

an object, and for a long time use the name to express whatever idea they
may have of the thing : a child will say mamma ! mamma ! to express
the perception or knowledge of its mother, using only a noun ; but if it
wants its mother, it says, mamma (a noun), and stretches out its arms,
which motion is a verb, or a sign significative of its desire. When its vo-

cabulary is increased, it substitutes a vocal for the natural sign, and it

says, want mamma, still stretching out its arms, because the original sign
is still suggested by the thought ; until by long use the word want be-
comes the most familiar sign of the idea, and then it says, I want
mamma, and drops the original sign of stretching out its arms. Still
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it is curious to observe how long the original sign will linger in the
memory. On all ordinary occasions, the child uses the word want as a
substitute for the original sign of stretching out the hands, but when it is
frightened or much agitated, when its little soul yearns strongly for in-
stant contact with its mother, it resorts immediately and spontaneously to
its first sign, it stretches out its arms, and without saying I want, cries
mamma ! •

Now it will not be until Oliver has become accustomed to use words
freely as substitutes for his signs of things, that he can be expected to re-
sort to adjectives, verbs, &c. ; in this respect, I fear he will never equal
Laura, because he has not her quickness of thought, and delicacy of or-
ganization. Nevertheless, I consider his progress to the acquisition of a
considerable familiarity with arbitrary language as certain, provided he can
have patient and long-continued instruction.
I will give an instance of his temper, as a specimen of what would

have been his conduct had he gone on without any training. Soon after
the lesson which I have described above, at which I left him, so interested
and so joyous, I returned and found the scene sadly changed. Master
Oliver was in the sulks ; his countenance, so lately bright with joy, was
now dark and lowering ; his head was drawn in between his shoulders
in the attitude of caution and defiance; and his whole appearance de-
noted wrath and dogged obstinacy. He bad in play thrown some-

thing on the floor, and his teacher took his hand to place it upon the ob-
ject, and make him pick it up ; he refused, perhaps in play ; and though
his hand was on the object, would not grasp it. The teacher, thinking
it necessary to conquer him, continued to hold his hand on the object,
at which he seemed displeased, and at this juncture his mother joining
to urge him, he flew into a passion. He had never been controlled, and
his animal nature was now aroused : a colt could not start away more

restive, when the saddle is first placed on his back, than did Oliver when
1 placed my hand on his head ; and when I repeated it, he flew at me,
hands and feet, as furiously as a madman. I saw at once that without a
cruel scene I could not conquer him, but resolved to accomplish what he
must have perceived I intended to do, that is, caress him, and sit beside him.
He resisted furiously when I attempted this, striking, kicking and scratch-
ing ; but when he saw I warded off his blows or did not mind them
when they hit, and that his nails had been cut too short to pierce my
skin, he quickly curled down his head and bit at my hands. He was
strong and active as a young savage, but I continued to grasp and hold

» his wrists, and after a few convulsive efforts he desisted at a lucky mo-
ment for me, and roared out lustily ; not crying, he was too much en-

raged for that, but sprawling his jaws wide open, and emitting a hideous
noise, partaking of a> bray, a roar, and a yell. 1 then relaxed my grasp,
and although he did not fly at me, he pushed off my hands when 1 at-
tempted to pat him on the head, nor would he suffer any endearment for
half an hour. I still persevered, however, and at last succeeded in kiss-
ing him ; and though he was sullen, the storm was dispelled by the odor
of some cologne water with which I seduced his senses. I was very
much afraid that he was not conquered, and that a painful scene would
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have to be enacted the first time I could be sure that he understood my
meaning and will, and refused obedience ; because he must be taught to

obey, or else every time his passion should be roused he would be mis-
chievous ; and when grown up might run a muck, which would be
dangerous. 1 have been, however, most agreeably disappointed, for
from that time to this he has been perfectly docile, and very affectionate,
never in one instance meeting me without a smile and a caress.

Once, indeed, he was teased by a boy beyond his endurance, and at-
tacked him furiously ; the boy got away, and Oliver groped around till
he found some one to whom he eagerly expressed his wrath, by pointing
for the boy, and drawing his hand across his own windpipe, as if to say,
"I'll cut his throat," putting on, at the same time, a very ferocious look.
He evidently had not forgotten the lesson he had learned at the pig-slay-
ing exhibition, which had so unwisely been explained to him.
I regret that the length to which this Report is already swelled, will

not permit rne to dwell longer upon this interesting boy, who has a

manly, courageous temper, an amiable and affectionate heart, and a good
intellect ; and who will, I doubt not, become an intelligent and useful
man.

COUNTER-EXTENDING BANDS IN FRACTURES
BY REYNELL COATES, M.D., PHILADELPHIA.

The following is a description of the counter-extending bands introduced
by me many years ago, and well known to the profession in this city.
They have been repeatedly described in former papers, and are of
a nature to reduce the danger of excoriation of the perineum to a

minimum.
Take a piece of brown Holland linen (not muslin) three and a half

inches in width (for an adult), and long enough to extend from about
six or seven inches above Pouparl's ligament in front, around the
perineum, below the tuberosity of the ischium, and thence upwards over

the nates to the level of the summit of the sacrum; Double this strip
in the direction of its width, and secure the edges by a firm longitu-
dinal seam, leaving about a quarter of an inch of selvage. Then re-

vert the linen tube thus formed, so as to throw the selvage inwards, and
secure one extremity of the tube to three quarters of a yard of tape,
without puckering or irregular folds. Choosing this for the anterior part
of your band ; determine how much of its length will probably be re-

quired to rest upon the front of the abdomen above Poupart's ligament
when the apparatus is applied ; fill this with bran, not tightly packed,
and secure it in place by basting across the tube* until you can quilt
it down firmly and flat with saddler's silk, making one of the flattened
sides to correspond with the longitudinal seam. In the next place mark
the probable length of that part of the band which will extend round
the perineum, from Poupart's ligament fully to the tuberosity of the
ischium ; pick out the basting, and proceed gradually to stuff this por-
tion of the tube with bran driven down by a round stick about an inch
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